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India has long been a travelerâ€™s paradise famous for its unique topography, rich history & cultures,
vibrant metropolises and favorable weather year-round. The country is home to a number of scared
destinations, which have grand religious importance for different religion groups. When India tourism
is talked about, itâ€™s impossible to surpass over its amazing hill stations scattered all around the
country. And Shimla, Darjeeling and Ladakh are three most-talked about destinations in this
category. Opulent in both nature and culture, these destinations provide a complete holiday
experience.  Have a look on these sparkling gems of Indian Tourism.

Ladakh: At the top of India, this wonderful territory is both magical and mystical. Snow-covered
peaks, pristine lakes & rivers, lovely waterfalls and mist-shrouded forests in Ladakh combined cast
a magical beauty which is simply a treat for eyes, while gorgeous gompas, magnificent monasteries
and other historical places give travelers a sense of mysticism and religiousness.  Ladakh tourism is
exquisitely delightful and beckons the looking-for-new horizons travelers.  A land which is desiccate
and rigorous, Ladakh is perhaps the most beautiful anywhere in the world. Trekking here is an
experience of a lifetime. Camping, motor-biking and forest trailing are other rewarding experience.

Srinagar: This beautiful city is nestled amid the breathtaking peaks of Karakoram, Zanskar and Pir
Panzal, and is popularly called â€˜heaven on the earthâ€™.  Beauty of this marvelous land has been
admired by travelers, pots, kings and saints from across the world. Tranquil lakes and picturesque
gardens are premium attractions here, which cast heavenly charms coupled with salubrious weather
year-round. Enjoy houseboat ride in Dale Lake, wander across divine gardens and paddy fields or
explore the historical grace of cityâ€™s mosques and palaces â€“ do anything and you get the pleasures of
a lifetime in Srinagar. A range of adventures in/around Srinagar make it hot-favorite among active
travelers. Demand for Srinagar tour packages goes high during summer season.

Darjeeling: What makes Darjeeling a celebrated hill station in India is its heady mix of history,
religion and nature. Nestled at an elevation above 2100 meter, this picturesque town is replete with
stunning mountain views, gorgeous trekking trails and lovingly Buddhist monasteries. Amazing
scenery coupled with salubrious weather, this place is an ideal escape to heat and humidity of mid-
plains. Thousands of traveler visit here to enjoy the marvelous beauty of nature and beat the stress
of city life. Tiger Hill, Senchal Lake, Himalayan Mountain Institute and Mirik (just 49km from
Darjeeling) are must-visit place in Darjeeling.  Donâ€™t miss to explore the gracious Buddha cultures
visiting to the monasteries in Darjeeling. Colorful festivals, shopping for high quality tea, trekking
and forest safari are some other delightful elements of Darjeeling tourism.

Take a suitable package from a reputed travel agent when planning a trip to any of these
destinations.
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Whether youâ€™re looking for a Srinagar tour packages, a Darjeeling tourism packages or any deal for
a travel online, Hungry Bags is a reliable source to deal with. Book your Ladakh package today, and
ensure a delightful excursion of Ladakh tourism.
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